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Song Meter SM4BAT 
Compact, lightweight single-channel bat bioacoustics recorders.

Echo Meter Touch
The most advanced bat detector/recorder/analyzer regardless of price.

The Song Meter SM4BAT FS and SM4BAT ZC are compact,  
lightweight single-channel, full-spectrum and zero-crossing  
recorders that feature our latest technical innovations  
combined with many features of the Song Meter SM3BAT. 

Echo Meter Touch provides bat professionals unprecedented features and ease-of-use, 
offering all the tools needed to instantly identify species in the field: Full-color,  
zoomable spectrograms, real time listening, onboard bat auto-identification and  
GPS tagging.

Echo Meter Touch Ultrasonic Module.

The milled aluminum module includes the precision FG microphone element, custom 
preamp and gain circuitry, an analog-to-digital converter and a microprocessor.  
The microprocessor streams the data in real-time and at 256 kHz. Simply plug the 
Ultrasonic Module into the Lightning Connector of your iPad or iPhone and you can 
immediately monitor, record and analyze bat echolocations.

Echo Meter Touch App featuring Kaleidoscope Pro classifiers.

Available for free on the Apple App Store, the Echo Meter Touch app lets you listen to 
bats in real-time while you view them on a full-color spectrogram with waveform plots. 

Our patented Real-Time Expansion (RTE) lets you listen in real-time while maintaining 
the timing and tonality of the bat echolocation calls. 

Recording echolocations is easy. Simply set the app to record automatically, or use the 
new manual mode to only record the echolocations that interest you.

If you need on-site verification of a bat species, the Echo Meter Touch 
bat auto ID feature uses Kaleidoscope Pro classifiers to quickly help 
identify a species. The app has more than 100 classifiers, covering 
species in North America, the UK, Europe and the Neotropics.*

Easily transfer and share recordings.

The app can transfer full spectrum .wav recordings 
to your computer over a wireless network, via 
email or cabled through iTunes.

Log recording location and path.

If you have a GPS enabled iPhone or iPad, 
Echo Meter Touch will tag your recordings 
with the recording location and log your 
path while recording. Transfer to a computer 
to view in Google earth.

Record ultrasonic and acoustic audio, 
above and below the waterline.

For ultimate coverage and flexibility you can 
connect two microphones or a hydrophone to 
the SM3BAT.

The available GPS time-sync option, power cables and  
security housing make the Song Meter SM3 ready for 
secure, long term deployment in any environment.

Actual size

Two models to choose from: FS and ZC

The SM4BAT FS creates high-quality, full-spectrum recordings 
that, if necessary can be easily converted to zero crossing  
recordings using our free Kaleidoscope conversion software. 
The SM4BAT ZC creates zero-crossing files that optimize  
power and data storage. 

Small, secure and weatherproof.

Designed around the footprint of 4 
D-size batteries and made of rugged
polycarbonate, the SM4BAT is less than
half the weight and size of the SM3BAT.
The integrated mounting bracket and
weatherproof security cover keep the
unit safe and dry in the most punishing
environments.

Easy to program.

The SM4BAT features improved, more intuitive programming 
and scheduling tools. The built in programs are tailored for 
bat research and the new prompts make it extremely easy to 
create custom schedules.

Longest deployment times available.

The new, low-power microprocessor, combined with 4 D-size 
batteries, enable the longest deployment times of any other 
bat recorder available. 

Effortless and affordable synchronization.

When deploying multiple units, use a single GPS accessory 
to ensure that the date, time and location 
of all recordings – from each unit – are per-
fectly synchronized with the GPS time base. 
When used for mobile transects, our GPS 
accessory also records the unit’s travel path.

*The accuracy of bat classifiers is dependent on, and 
improved by, verified species recordings. Over time, with 
additional recordings and analysis, classifiers become more
accurate.

The SM3BAT that can simultaneously record chiropteran, terrestrial, avian and  
marine life. Massive data storage capacity, two channel recording and an assortment 
of ultrasonic and acoustical microphones as well as hydrophones means that the  
SM3BAT can be used for any recording situation. 

Choose a schedule or create your own.

The SM3BAT comes with out-of-the box recording programs; including daytime, 
night time, and continuous recording schedules with automatic configuration. 
Just pick your desired schedule and press the Program Start button to begin 
making recordings immediately. Or, you can create customized, 
sophisticated schedules and settings to suit your exact needs.

Expand your effective field coverage.

The SM3BAT is the only recorder that can simultaneously record 
in full spectrum at 256 kHz on two channels AND zero crossing on 
the same channels. It’s like having two full spectrum and two zero 
crossing recorders in one box.

Capture up to 180 hours of full-spectrum or  
260 hours of acoustic data.

Time is money and the SM3BAT was designed to reduce your cost 
of ownership. In short, the SM3BAT can record up to 180 hours of 
echolocation data in full spectrum, 700 hours in zero crossing on 
one channel or 260 of acoustic vocalizations on two channels.  
That means longer deployment and fewer trips into the field.




